
_From 9 to 11 June 2016, the 6th International
CAMLOG Congress organised by the CAMLOG Foun-
dation takes place in the beautiful city of Krakow,
Poland. The congress will be held under the motto
“Tackling everyday challenges” and will incorporate
practical aspects coupled with science for immediate
implementation into the workplace.

The scientific committee chaired by Prof. Frank
Schwarz, Germany, and Prof. Piotr Majewski, Poland,
as Co-presidents is composed of well-known experts
who combine scientific knowledge with practical
background.

_ICE—the Krakow Congress Centre

Built in 2014, the ICE (Int. Conferences and Enter-
tainment) brand-new state-of-the-art congress cen-
tre provides the perfect setting for the 6th Interna-
tional CAMLOG Congress and offers much more than
an average conference venue. This modern world
class building, meets all the requirements of upscale
architecture as well as the highest acoustic and stage

mechanics standards. Already now, the ICE is ranked
among the most prestigious and exclusive congress
centres in Europe.

_Krakow—a UNESCO world heritage site

Krakow, famous for its priceless historical monu-
ments of culture and art, is Poland's former royal cap-
ital and one of the most attractive spots on the tourist
map of Europe. The 13th-century merchants' town has
Europe's largest market square and numerous histor-
ical houses, palaces and churches with magnificent
interiors. Besides history, art and an atmosphere all of
its own, Krakow offers visitors plentiful entertain-
ment and leisure possibilities. Krakow is the second
largest city in Poland. It has traditionally been one of
the leading centres of Polish academic, cultural, and
artistic life and is one of Poland's most important eco-
nomic hubs.

CAMLOG is looking forward to welcoming you to
the 6th International CAMLOG Congress in Poland._
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The scientific committee

Dr Krzysztof Awillo (PL) Prof. Dr Jürgen Becker (DE)
Prof. Dr Fernando Guerra (PT) Prof. Dr Gerald Krennmair (AT)
Prof. Dr Piotr Majewski (PL) Dr Ralf Masur (DE)
Prof. Dr Katja Nelson (DE) Dr Giano Ricci (IT)
Prof.Dr Irena Sailer (CH) Prof. Dr Mariano Sanz (ES)
Dr Alex Schär (CH) Prof. Dr Frank Schwarz (DE)
Prof. Dr Thomas Taylor (US) Dr Pascal Valentini (FR)
Prof. Dr Fumihiko Watanabe (JP)
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